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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY
Gold prices ended the U.S. day session modestly higher Monday, on a bounce after a rapid decline in
late-morning action last Friday. December Comex gold was last up $4.80 an ounce at $1,279.00.
December Comex silver was up $0.174 at $17.045 an ounce.
Last Friday’s quick drop in gold prices began in the futures market, when a likely very large sell order hit
hard a lackadaisical trading affair up to that point. Some blamed a quick move higher in the U.S. dollar
index Friday morning as the culprit for the selling pressure in gold. Such inexplicable, rapid price moves
are not common in the markets, but they seem to occur more often in gold than in most other markets,
and are usually touched off by big moves in the futures markets.
Market traders this week are worried about progress bogging down on the U.S. tax-reform legislation
working its way through Congress. That could pressure the world stock markets and in turn be a bullish
development for safe-haven gold. Also, lower closes in the U.S. stock indexes last Friday produced some
technical damage, to begin to suggest near-term market tops are in place. Bearish key reversals down on
the daily bar charts were confirmed in the S&P and Nasdaq stock index futures.
Reports said the value of the cryptocurrency bitcoin has plunged by around 25% in just a few days’ time.
This development is likely lending some support to the safe-haven gold market. The key outside markets
on Monday saw U.S. dollar index modestly higher. The greenback bulls have the slight overall near-term
technical advantage. Meantime, Nymex crude oil futures prices traded near steady and are trading just
below $57.00 a barrel. It is still my bias that Nymex crude won’t be able to sustain prices at or above
$60.00 a barrel. Source: Kitco
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AUSTRALIA MARKET COMMENTARY
Australian shares are poised to slide at the open. The local currency has slipped closer to the US76¢
mark. Shell sold its remaining stake in Woodside. ASX futures were down 17 points. The
benchmark S&P/ASX 200 index suffered a mild loss of 8 points, while the broader All Ordinaries index fell
7 points to 6097. The mood in overseas markets was gloomy going into Monday's ASX open after US,
European and British shares capped a poor week.

Mining was the best performing corner of the ASX on Monday. BHP added 0.8 per cent and Rio
Tinto 1.1 per cent, while Fortescue lost 0.2 per cent and South32 was unchanged. Graphite hopeful Syrah
Resources the session's best among the top 200 names as it jumped 10 per cent following a presentation
at an investment conference in Sydney. Syrah's is the most shorted stock on the ASX, according to ASIC
data.

McGrath Real Estate shareholders received a boost on Monday on speculation that former CEO,
founder and major shareholder John McGrath was planning with other major holders to take the company
private. McGrath

added

3.9 per cent to

54¢, still well

shy of

its listing

price

of

$2.10.

Syrah Daily Chart (Source: Thomson Reuters)
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US MARKET COMMENTARY
In case investors needed another reminder: America’s biggest technology stocks have been the
crucial ingredient in powering Wall Street’s gains this year. Earnings season in America is drawing to
a close, and it is looking fairly solid overall. Profits for the benchmark S&P 500 index climbed 7 per cent
year on year in the third quarter, according to Goldman Sachs data reviewing results from the 91 per cent
of constituents that have reported so far. The rate of growth is 2 percentage points better than expected.

Outside of the energy sector, which is still recovering from the oil collapse in 2014, the technology sector
has posted the best performance by far. Tech sector earnings grew 22 per cent, double the rate that analysts
forecast. The industry as a whole has accounted for 90 per cent of the S&P 500 earnings beat rate. Perhaps
more impressive, though, is that the four largest tech groups — Apple, Alphabet, Microsoft and Facebook
— have driven half of the S&P 500 beat.

APPLE Daily Chart (Source: Thomson Reuters)
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General Advice Warning
The contents of this document have been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial
situation or needs. You should, before taking any action to acquire or deal in, or follow a recommendation
(if any) in respect of any of the financial products or information mentioned in this document, consult your
own investment advisor to consider whether that is appropriate having regard to your own objectives,
financial situation and needs. Whilst State One Stockbroking Ltd believes information contained in this
document is based on information which is believed to be reliable, its accuracy and completeness are not
guaranteed and no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given or implied and no responsibility for any loss
or damage arising in any way for any representation, act or omission is accepted by State One
Stockbroking Ltd or any officer, agent or employee of State One Stockbroking Ltd. If applicable, you should
obtain the Product Disclosure Statement relating to the relevant financial product mentioned in this
document (which contains full details of the terms and conditions of the financial product) and consider it
before making any decision about whether to acquire the financial product.
Disclosure
The directors and associated persons of State One Stockbroking Ltd may have an interest in the financial
products discussed in this document and they may earn brokerage, commissions, fees and advantages,
pecuniary or otherwise, in connection with the making of a recommendation or dealing by a client in such
financial products. State One Stockbroking Ltd has also received a commission on the preparation of this
research note. The Research Analyst who prepared this report hereby certifies that the views expressed
in this research document accurately reflect the analyst’s personal views about the company and its
financial products. The research analyst has not been and will not be receiving direct or indirect
compensation for expressing the specific recommendations or views in this report. This research at all
times remains the property of State One Stockbroking Ltd. And as such cannot be reprinted, distributed,
copied, posted on the internet, in part or whole, without written prior approval from the Executive Director
of State One Stockbroking Ltd.
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Disclosure: State One Stockbroking Ltd ABN 95 092 989 083 is holder of AFS Licence Number 247100 and an ASX and Chi-X Market Participant. State One Stockbroking Ltd and/or its associated
entities, directors, authorised representatives, employees and associated persons of State One may have an interest in the financial products discussed in this document and they may earn
brokerage, commissions, fees and advantages, pecuniary or otherwise, in connection with the making of a recommendation or dealing by a client in such financial products. Further, State One
Stockbroking Ltd and/or its affiliated companies may have acted as manager or co-manager of a public offering of any such securities or may have provided corporate finance to the companies
referred to in the report. Whilst State One Stockbroking Ltd and its related companies believes information contained in this document is based on information which is believed to be reliable, its
accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed and no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given or implied and no responsibility for any loss or damage arising in any way for any representation,
act or omission is accepted by State One or any officer, agent or employee of State One Stockbroking Ltd or any related company. Nor do they accept any liability or responsibility arising in any
way (including negligence) for errors in, or omissions from, this document or advice.
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